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Jan Feb Mar April May June Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

2020 256,141 257,470 183,179 78,155 81,730 93,442
2019 261,440 185,465 256,789 282,348 288,832 254,066 262,936 290,834 262,370 304,007 246,952 230,650
2018 269,137 256,222 280,868 260,648 283,031 253,576 232,658 275,522 248,402 297,377 247,564 215,950
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2Ridership Trends: -69% in Q2

Q2 Highlight:
Early signs of recovery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I shared in last month’s first quarter report that the real impacts of Covid-19 on system ridership would be more apparent in my report for Q2, and here we are. Ridership began decreasing in March and hit bottom in April, with early, slow signs of recovery since then.By month, ridership on the fixed route was down about 73% in April and May, and 63% in June. That averages out to a decline of 69% for the quarter, and just shy of 38% year to date compared to 2019.April = -73% | May = -72.5% | June = -63%For Q2 = -69%And for 2020 YTD = -37.9%



Fixed Route Performance
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Ridership Trends: -63.1% in Q2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fixed route ridership was down 62% for the second quarter, however averaged with pre-Covid ridership improvements primarily in February, this mode is down 33% year to date compared to 2019.The month-by-month ridership breakdown just for the second quarter was a decline of about 66% in April and May, and 54% in June. April = -66% | May = -65.5% | June = -54%



Dial-A-Ride Performance
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Ridership Trends: -79% in Q2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ridership on Dial-A-Ride was down 82% in April, 80% in May, and 73.5% in June as many of these riders fall into vulnerable groups who spent much of the quarter under some level of quarantine. Over the quarter, this averaged out to a 79% decrease in ridership over the same period last year, down 47% year to date.April = -82% | May = -80% | June = -73.5%Q2 =	-79%2020 YTD =	-47%



Vanpool Performance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vanpool was also hit hard in the second quarter given the shutdown of major worksites. A majority of the vans remain on sabbatical now as Hanford slowly phases its workforce back in. As of June 30, 43 vans have closed, with 181 on sabbatical. 27 vans are currently operating. We’ll continue to watch how this trends.By percentages, vanpool ridership was down 87% in April, 90% in May, and then started a tiny recovery in June, but was still down by just under 88%.For the quarter, Vanpool ridership was down 89% compared to Q2 2019, and down 49% year to date.April = -87% | May = -90% | June = -87.8%For Q2 combined = -89%And for 2020 YTD = -49%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this chart, fixed route ridership is in blue and Dial-A-Ride is in green, and both are shown over the course of the pandemic thus far.We went from average daily pre-Covid FIXED ROUTE ridership in March of just over 8,000 to about 2,500 at the beginning of April, to just under 3,000 during the last week of June. We hit a new peak on July 1 at nearly 3,500 but we’ll be reporting on everything post-June in the 3rd quarter report later this year. For DIAL-A-RIDE, we had a pre-Covid March daily average of 1,096 trips, which fell to about 250 in the first week of April, and rebounded to 355 by the end of June. In mid-June we had a peak daily ridership of 420, so we’re seeing early signs of recovery as the community begins to open up a bit.Average Fixed Route ridership Pre-Covid (March)	= 8,011Average Fixed Route ridership first week of April 	= 2512Average Fixed Route ridership last week of June	= 2967Fixed Route COVID Peak			= 3486 (July 1st – Q3 technically)Average DAR ridership Pre-Covid (March)		= 1,096Average DAR ridership first week of April 		= 250Average DAR ridership last week of June		= 355DAR COVID Peak			= 420 (mid-June)



Marketing + Outreach
COVID-19 Response
BFT CONNECT Launch
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the second quarter, my team was primarily focused on two major areas…internal and external communications related to COVID-19 and the launch of our new on-demand service, BFT CONNECT.



COVID-19 
Communications
SAFETY MEASURES
Disinfection

Fares + Entry Points

Guidance + Requirements

SERVICE IMPACTS
Route + Schedule Changes

Facility Closures

COMMUNITY SERVICE
Second Harvest Partnership

Meals on Wheels Deliveries

FRONT LINE RECOGNITION
BFT and Others

…and REASSURANCE
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications during a global pandemic has been and continues to be a full-contact sport. At left you’ll see the various topical bases we’ve covered over the last three months both internally and externally, each involving layers of significant effort amid frequently changing conditions and generally high stress. I provided a detailed account of tactics to the Planning & Marketing Committee that I won’t go into fully here. But at a summary level, we used all of our available tools as appropriate to the changing landscape and messaging to keep our staff and community informed of:�Our efforts to help keep them safe within our systemGuidance and resources for them to follow and accessChanges to our own operating conditionsOur commitment to maximizing the mobility we could offer those who needed us during such a challenging timeOur sincere appreciation for those on the front lines, andThe BFT spirit of community partnership.



BFT CONNECT Launch
− PHASE 1: West Pasco Zone (April 20)
− PHASE 2: West Richland & Badger Mountain Zone (May 4)
− PHASE 3: All Remaining Zones (May 11)

− Central Kennewick & Finley
− Central Richland
− Columbia Center & South Richland
− East Pasco

− PHASE 4: Expanded Service Hours (June 8)
− 7am to 7pm Weekdays
− 9am to 5pm Saturdays
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Given the way the pandemic unfolded, and our need in April to adjust fixed route service to staffing availability, we made the decision to begin launching BFT CONNECT—which had initially been delayed when COVID hit—with some modifications to its introduction and construct. West Pasco was the area impacted by route reductions in April, so we launched the West Pasco phase of the CONNECT service first to help preserve connectivity where it may have been lost, and enhanced it to include front-door pickup and dropoff at selected essential service locations in addition to planned transit connection points. We initially launched it as a weekday service from 8am to 5pm.Then, a couple weeks later in early May, we launched the next zone that we were watching for potential fixed route impacts, which was West Richland & Badger Mountain. And on May 11, we finished out the launch of all remaining zones, for a total of six. Given the phased approach rather than the full-scale launch we had in mind pre-COVID, the Marketing team stayed very busy executing on three separate campaigns with relatively short notice and in quick succession, and then a fourth when we expanded the service hours a little later on weekdays and added Saturdays.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are some of the tactics used to support the CONNECT launch, including a web presence, zone-specific flyers, shelter and yard signs, Transit Connection signs, and 12 feet of headrail signs for inside the buses. We did limited print advertising as well, but relied more heavily on digital campaigns in English and Spanish, which turned on geographically in advance of each zone coming online, and of course media relations, direct outreach in each zone, and social media.The next phase of BFT CONNECT implementation will be to extend operating hours in alignment with our other services.



Marketing & Outreach
−Social & Digital Media Analytics

−Website Analytics
− 19,103 users (-38% from Q1)

− 34,124 total sessions (-48% from Q1)

− 80,412 page views (-53% from Q1)

Twitter
50,700 impressions (+12% over Q1)
18 new followers

Facebook
512,608 total reach (+390% over Q1)
 158,386 organic | 367,866 paid

216 new page Likes (+61% over Q1)
241 new followers (+73% over Q1)
 total on June 30 = 2,549 (+10%)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Social media became the most valuable and critical of our external communication tools over the past few months, giving us the ability to be as frequent and varied in our messages as needed. The pace and nature of changes required channels that could be adapted and used at a moment’s notice, with little production turnaround required. We have been using it heavily and saw big positive changes in our engagement last quarter, which you can see here in green. The general sentiment we’ve been observing also improved over the quarter as we maintained proactivity and consistency in our efforts and communications, as well as from our community participation with groups including Meals on Wheels and Second Harvest, and our conscious effort to make human connections with our community and staff. 



2020 Goals & Initiatives 
1 Address Community Growth
2 Maximize Community Outreach & Involvement
3 Implement Succession Planning & Staff Development
4 Address Community Demographics
5 Participate in Economic Development
6 Plan for Paratransit Demographic Shifts
7 Integrate Technology
8 Pursue Environmentally Friendly Buses

2020 Goals & Initiatives 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Safety First        

Ridership Growth       

Agency Strategic Planning        

Implementation of Operational Technology       

Agency Modernization        

Alternative Fuels     

Board Governance & Agency Performance        

Labor Relations Contractual Requirement

BFT
STRATEGIC

PLAN
OBJECTIVES
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As always, here is a reminder of BFT’s Strategic Plan Objectives and how our 2020 Goals & Initiatives map to those.



2020 Goals & Initiatives Progress
Q1 Q2 2020 Goals & Initiatives Start End Revised

Safety First 
Transit Operations Accident Prevention - Vanpool 1/2/20 12/31/20
Major Preventable Accidents at Less than .75 per 100,000 Miles 1/2/20 12/31/20
Implement Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) 1/2/20 7/15/20 12/31/21
Maintain a Safe Work Environment 1/2/20 12/31/20
Continue the Upgrade of Tools and Equipment 1/2/20 12/31/20

Ridership Growth
Increase Fixed Route Ridership by 3% 1/2/20 12/31/20 12/31/22
Performance Monitoring and Reporting 1/2/20 12/31/20 12/31/21
Contracted Service Plan and Implementation 9/15/19 12/31/20
Community Outreach to Key Demographics 1/2/20 12/31/20 12/31/21
Implement and Refine Group Travel Training Curriculum 1/2/20 12/31/20 12/31/21

Strategic Planning
Develop 2020-2025 Transit Development Plan 1/2/20 6/1/20 8/31/20
Long-Range Service Plan 5/1/19 6/30/21 6/30/22
Frequent Service Corridor Implementation 1/2/20 12/31/20 6/5/22
Prosser/Benton City Service Analysis 1/2/20 6/5/21 9/30/21
Organizational Infrastructure 1/2/20 12/31/21
Succession Planning 1/2/20 12/31/20 12/31/21
Surplus 37 DAR Vehicles that Have Exceeded Useful Life 1/2/20 3/1/20 12/31/20
Right Size Fixed Route Fleet to Reflect 20% Spare Ratio 1/2/20 3/1/20 5/14/20
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before I get started on this section, I want to note that the major goals & initiatives as planned in preparing for this year are going to have to shift, some in small ways and some in significant ways, given how our year and the foreseeable future has changed. We are still working through these changes, however this is a snapshot of where we see these things today. There are many possible revised dates in the right column. Under SAFETY FIRST, all efforts are currently on track, with the date for at least part of the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan possibly shifting to the end of next year, while some of the implementation will continue as planned this year. Under RIDERSHIP GROWTH, the report is the same as for last quarter. The items you see in yellow or red are related to effects of COVID-19 on the targets we originally set. Our ridership has taken a big hit, though it’s starting to show signs of recovery; our outreach targets have shifted temporarily to emergency response and safety as opposed to promoting increased ridership for now, and will shift to service recovery going forward; and it is not yet clear when we can return to activities such as group travel training. The revised dates here reflect a projected shift of these targets to future dates more appropriate to community status, and they’ll evolve with it.Under STRATEGIC PLANNING, I mentioned last month that we’ve had to change or delay many initiatives here due to COVID-19. While many are continuing forward incrementally as they can, we foresee pushing out dates, in some cases significantly, for now. The reconfiguration of Route 170 and review and refinement of General Demand stop locations in Prosser and Benton City may need to be pushed back further than noted here, but we’ll continue gauging that. And of course all of this is and will be a moving target for some time, and I would imagine more adjustments to come as we gain clarity about the path forward on many fronts.



Q1 Q2 2020 Goals & Initiatives Start End Revised
Implementation of Operational Technology
Performance Monitoring and Reporting 1/2/20 12/31/20 6/30/21
Fixed Route 1/2/20 12/31/20 6/30/23
Implement Asset Management Module to Track Facilities Maintenance per TAM 1/2/19 12/31/20

Agency Modernization
Facilities Updates 9/3/19 3/31/21 3/31/21
New Transit Facilities 10/1/19 12/31/20 12/31/23
System Amenities 10/1/19 12/31/20 12/31/22
Agency Brand Guidelines 1/2/20 12/31/20
Administration 1/2/20 12/31/22

Alternative Fuels
Deliver Alternative Fuels Report Including Program Recommendations 6/19/19 11/30/20

Board Governance & Agency Performance
Implement Board Governance Action Report Recommendations 1/2/20 12/31/20 12/31/21
Develop Agency Wide Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) 6/1/20 12/31/20 12/31/21

Labor Relations
Fixed Route Operators 1/2/19 12/31/20
DAR Drivers/Reservationists 1/2/19 12/31/20
Maintenance 1/2/19 12/31/20
DAR Dispatchers/Schedulers 1/2/19 12/31/20
Administrative Assistants – New Initiative in Q2, target dates TBD 1/2/20 3/31/21
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under IMPLEMENTATION OF OPERATIONAL TECHNOLOGY, it is unclear when our Automatic Passenger or APC validation effort can resume so we’re shifting projected dates out on Performance Monitoring and Reporting. Similarly, the effort to purchase and implement an operations software module will be significantly delayed due to the pandemic.Under AGENCY MODERNIZATION, we have a few initiatives and related projects that are being delayed by the pandemic and other factors. We’re moving forward as we can on the various elements of our MOA facilities campus plan.On the New Transit Facilities front, our initial timelines have been affected by delays in grant funding related to the passage of I-976. The funding has now been restored, but the projects will be significantly delayed from original targets. And finally, the system amenities targets for completing phases 3 and 4 of shelter installations are delayed due to various factors; we’re currently experiencing delays related to issuing bid documents for shelter pads. Progress on our ALTERNATIVE FUELS report has been delayed due to emergency response, however we do have grant funding driving a decision on purchase of an electric vehicle in a now-constrained timeframe. We will be discussing how to best move forward with that in mind, and will inform the Board. Items under BOARD GOVERNANCE are marked red for now. We don’t anticipate progress on these this year, but will be re-looking at the target dates for those into next year. On the LABOR RELATIONS front, things are continuing to progress in terms of collective bargaining agreements. We anticipate TAs on the fixed route and Dial-A-Ride agreements hopefully by end of July. The DAR Distpatcher/Scheduler and Maintenance agreements reached TA and those CBAs were approved by the Board in June, and we’re continuing the mediation process for the Administrative Assistants group.



QUESTIONS?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That concludes our Q1 performance update, and I’d be happy to field any questions you might have.
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